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Abstract
We introduce a general model for single machine scheduling problems, in which the
actual processing times of jobs are subject to a combination of positional and time-
dependent effects, that are job-independent but additionally depend on certain activities
that modify the processing rate of the machine, such as, e.g., maintenance. We focus
on minimizing two classical objectives: the makespan and the sum of the completion
times. The traditional classification accepted in this area of scheduling is based on the
distinction between the learning and deterioration effects, on one hand, and between the
positional effects and the start-time dependent effects, on the other hand. Our results
show that in the framework of the introduced model such a classification is not necessary,
as long as the effects are job-independent. The model introduced in this paper covers
most previously known models. The solution algorithms are developed within the same
general framework and their running times are no worse than those available earlier for
problems with less general effects.
Keywords: Scheduling; Maintenance; Deterioration; Learning; Rate Modifying Activity
1 Introduction
In this paper, we revise and generalize the area of scheduling research related to various
effects on the actual processing times of the jobs and to machine maintenance. This paper
can be seen as a continuation of our recent publications [1] and [2]. In this introduction, we
do not attempt to give a historical account of the area, which can be found in the review [2].
Instead, we describe the scope of this paper, supplying references for illustration only. We
summarize, rather informally, several messages that this paper delivers, some of them being
in conflict with the way the corresponding area of research has been developed so far.
A considerable amount of publications on various scheduling models in which the pro-
cessing times are not constant but are subject to various effects have been generated since
the early 1990s. Traditionally, two major types of effects have been analyzed: deterioration
and learning. Under deterioration, the later a job starts, the longer it takes to process it;
typically this is attributed to the fact that during processing, machine qualities may get
worse, or a human operator may get tired. In the case of the opposite effect, learning, the
later a job starts, the shorter it takes to process it, which, for example, happens when hu-
man operators improve their skills by gaining experience. To put it simpler, deterioration
has a non-decreasing effect on the actual processing times, while learning has the opposite
influence. Most of the prior research, while acknowledging certain similarities between these
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effects, would often address them individually; see, e.g., a survey [3] on scheduling with
learning alone or a paper [4] on a particular type of deterioration. Although different mean-
ingful interpretations of the two effects justify the tradition of their individual treatment,
mathematically they can be handled by a unified approach, at least under some additional
realistic assumptions, such as job-independence. Hence, our first message is that there is no
need to insist on a clear distinction between learning and deterioration.
Message 1: Separate learning and deterioration effects can be combined into
a general enhanced effect, which does not necessarily have to influence the actual
processing times monotonically. Scheduling problems with these enhanced effects
can still be solved in polynomial time.
There are several classes of effects that specify how exactly the actual processing time
of a job is affected. Under a positional effect, the actual processing time of a job depends
on a factor that is derived from the position of a job in the processing sequence. Under a
time-dependent effect, the actual processing time of a job is a function of the start time of the
job. Leaving aside less popular cumulative effects initiated by [5] and [6], the studies on the
positional and the time-dependent effects have formed the bulk of publications in the area;
see, e.g., a survey [7] and the book [8], the latter providing a comprehensive exposition on
scheduling with time-dependent processing times. These two effects can be further classified
as being either job-dependent or job-independent. A job-dependent effect implies that each
job has a different (unique) effect on the state of the machine, while a job-independent effect
implies the opposite.
Notice that the main focus of prior research on scheduling with time-dependent effects
has been on linear models. Although more exotic models have also been considered (see,
e.g., [8] and [9] for reviews), many authors pose questions regarding their practical relevance.
Thus, in this paper we concentrate on linear time-dependent effects.
Recently, researches have started to combine positional effects and time-dependent effects
into a single enhanced effect; see, e.g., [10], [11] and [12]. A review and further extensions
of these models can be found in surveys [2] and [9]. In particular, it is shown in [2], that if
the effects are job-independent, enhanced scheduling problems that combine a linear time-
dependent effect and a fairly general positional effect, can be handled by the same math-
ematical tools as the problems with individual effects. Our second message is that under
these assumptions there is no need to insist on a clear distinction between positional and
time-dependent effects.
Message 2: If the effects are job-independent, separate positional and (lin-
ear) time-dependent effects can be combined into a general enhanced effect.
Scheduling problems with these enhanced effects can still be solved in polyno-
mial time.
An issue of a practical relevance in scheduling with changing processing times is machine
maintenance. In our paper [1], we present a brief account on scheduling with maintenance,
stating that the most natural range of models that use machine maintenance to restore
deteriorating processing conditions, fully or at least partially, have appeared only recently,
see, e.g., [13] and [14]. The duration of a maintenance period can either be a given constant or
be dependent on its start time. The latter type of maintenance is introduced in [15] and [16];
see also [17] and [18] for more recent developments. With several maintenance periods in a
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schedule, the jobs are split into several groups, one group before the first maintenance and one
after each maintenance period. An important enhancement of the concept of maintenance is
done in [1], in which the authors do not assume that all maintenance periods are identical
and allow each one of them to leave the processing conditions of the machine in a different
state, not necessarily bringing them back to an initial perfect state. In this paper, we go
further and deal with a more general concept of a rate-modifying activity performed on a
machine, which is not limited to machine maintenance but may influence the processing
of the jobs in the group that follows such an activity. Thus, the effects that change the
actual processing time of a job may become additionally dependent on the group a job is
sequenced in. We refer to such effects as group-dependent effects. As shown in [1], combining
machine maintenance with group-dependent positional deterioration still allows solving the
corresponding scheduling problem in polynomial time. Our third message addresses the main
issue of this paper: combining the general machine maintenance, or rather, rate-modifying
activities, with enhanced job-independent group-dependent effects.
Message 3: Single machine problems that integrate rate-modifying activities
of start-time dependent duration and enhanced job-independent group-dependent
effects on the actual processing times can still be solved in polynomial time.
Our last message is of a methodological nature. As demonstrated in [2], in most of the
earlier publications in the area of scheduling with job-independent effects, the search for a
solution algorithm was limited either to the use of simple priority rules or to reduction of the
problem at hand to a full form linear assignment problem. In [2], we review and improve most
of the known results and establish that the adequate tool for handling the resulting problems,
with or without maintenance, would be to reduce them to a simple matching problem, i.e.,
to the linear assignment problem with a product cost matrix. The latter problem is solvable
by a fast algorithm due to [19].
Message 4: Single machine problems that integrate rate-modifying activities
of start-time dependent duration and enhanced job-independent group-dependent
effects on the actual processing times can still be solved in polynomial time by
reduction to a linear assignment problem with a product cost matrix.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a formal description
of our main model and discusses its relations to those studied earlier. In Section 3, we derive
the formulae for computing the completion time of an arbitrary job in a schedule. Section 4
explains how the problems of minimizing the makespan and the sum of the completion times
can be reduced to a linear assignment problem with a product cost matrix. Section 5 outlines
the solution approach that is used to solve the resulting problem. In Section 6, we discuss
extensions of our model to parallel machines. On the other hand, in Section 7 we look at
various simplified models that can be written as special cases of our enhanced model. It
is demonstrated that the running times of the algorithms that we develop in this paper for
a fairly general model cannot be improved for simpler effects, as long as a positional effect
is combined with a time-dependent effect. On the other hand, the problems with either
pure positional effects or pure time-dependent effects may admit faster solution algorithms,
provided that the total flow time is minimized. The summary and the concluding remarks
are contained in Section 8.
3
2 Model Description
The jobs of set N = {1, 2, . . . , n} have to be processed on a single machine. The jobs
are available for processing at time zero and are independent, i.e., there are no precedence
constraints and any processing sequence is feasible. At time zero, the machine is assumed
to be in a perfect processing state, and its conditions change with the course of processing.
These changes are formally captured by various job-independent factors as described in the
rest of this section.
Each job j ∈ N is associated with its normal processing time pj ; essentially pj is the
duration of the processing of job j, provided that job j is the first to be processed on the
machine under perfect conditions. Given a feasible schedule S, the completion time of a job
j ∈ N is denoted by Cj(S). In this paper, we focus on the two most popular measures of
the quality of a schedule: the makespan, denoted by Cmax(S) = max {Cj(S)|j ∈ N} and the
total flow time, denoted by
∑
j∈N Cj(S). If it is clear from the content which schedule is
used, we may drop the reference to S and simply write Cj , Cmax or
∑
j∈N Cj , etc.
We start our presentation with a fairly simple situation, assuming that all jobs are sched-
uled in one group, i.e., no rate-modifying activities are involved. This allows us to gently
introduce all required concepts and also to illustrate Messages 1 and 2 from the introduction.
In a linear time-dependent model initiated by [20], the actual processing time of job j is
given by
pj(tj) = pj + ajtj ,
where tj denotes the start time of job j ∈ N , and aj represents a job-dependent rate. Another
general model involves piecewise linear time-dependent effects [21].
Since in this paper we concentrate on job-independent effects, we focus on an effect given
by
pj(tj) = pj + atj , (1)
with a job-independent rate a. If a > 0, we have a deterioration effect and, if a < 0, we have
a learning effect. For this model, polynomial-time algorithms for minimizing the makespan
and for minimizing the total flow time follow from [20] and [22], respectively.
On the other hand, consider a job-independent positional effect, in which the actual
processing time of job j is given by
pj(r) = g(r)pj , 1 ≤ r ≤ n,
where g(r) represents a factor that depends on the position of a job in the processing sequence.
If the values g(r), 1 ≤ r ≤ n, form a non-decreasing sequence, we deal with a positional
deterioration effect; if the sequence is non-increasing, a learning effect is observed. In earlier
papers, the focus has been on particular functions that define the positional factors g(r),
e.g., polynomial [23, 24] or exponential [25]. In what follows, it is assumed that the values
g(r), 1 ≤ r ≤ n, are either given as an array of numbers or g(r) can be computed for each r
in constant time. As pointed out in [2], in order to obtain a polynomial-time algorithm for
a problem with job-independent positional effects, there is no need to look at a particular
function g(r) or assume its monotone behavior, since for an arbitrary array of numbers
g(r), 1 ≤ r ≤ n, most of the traditional objective functions can still be minimized without
increasing the running time of the algorithms available for various special cases.
In the recent scheduling literature, several papers have appeared that combine a linear
time-dependent effect with a positional effect, so that in the job-independent case the actual
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processing time of job j ∈ N is given by
pj(tj , r) = (pj + atj) g(r), 1 ≤ r ≤ n, (2)
where r and tj have the same meaning as above.
Until [2], most of the earlier papers on such combined effects have emphasized on a
clear distinction between the models with learning and deterioration. For example, for a
special form of the model described by (2) with a polynomial positional effect g(r) = rb,
the problems of minimizing the makespan and the total flow time for a model with a > 0
(time-dependent deterioration) and b < 0 (positional learning) are solved in [10] and [11],
while a model with a < 0 (time-dependent learning) and b > 0 (positional deterioration) is
considered in [12]. In [2] however, it is shown that there is no need for any assumptions on
the monotone behavior of the positional factors and on the sign of the time-dependent rate
a, so that the resulting model given by (2) covers many known models with job-independent
effects and allows handling simultaneous learning and deterioration effects of both types
(linear time-dependent and positional) by a unified efficient approach.
For instance, a linear time-dependent deterioration effect with a rate d > 0 and time-
dependent learning effect with a rate l < 0 may be combined into a single effect of the form
(1) with a rate defined as a := d + l. Similarly, a positional deterioration effect given by
an array gd (1) ≤ gd (2) ≤ · · · ≤ gd (n) and a positional learning effect given by an array
gl (1) ≥ gl (2) ≥ · · · ≥ gl (n) may be combined into a non-monotone positional effect defined
by g (r) := gd (r) gl (r) , 1 ≤ r ≤ n. Moreover, the two resulting effects may be put together
to produce a combined effect of the form (2).
In this paper, we extend this general model by incorporating rate-modifying periods
(RMPs) in the schedule. An RMP can be defined as an activity in a schedule which is
responsible for changing the processing conditions of the system. If an RMP is aimed at im-
proving the processing conditions of a system (such as maintaining or repairing the machine
or its parts, letting a human operator to have rest, etc.), that was previously undergoing
deterioration, then the actual processing times of the jobs scheduled after such an RMP
typically get smaller. On the other hand, an RMP can also be associated with replacing a
human operator by another one, so that all learning advantages of the previous employee are
lost, and the overall productivity of the system decreases. Another form of RMP which is
studied by [26], can be of the form in which the learning rate of a machine is further enhanced
after an RMP.
In all prior publications on scheduling with changing processing times and rate-modifying
activities, a clear distinction has been made between different kinds of RMPs. As a rule, only
RMPs of a similar kind are allowed to be included in a schedule. Majority of the papers deal
with problems in which an RMP is treated as a maintenance period and is used in models
with a deterioration effect only. In this paper, however, we do not impose any restrictions
on the RMPs. Each RMP can have a different effect on the machine conditions, so that they
do not necessarily restore the machine to its default “as good as new” state.
In the model that serves as the basis of this paper, we consider a general situation, in
which the decision-maker is presented with a total ofK ≥ 0 possible rate-modifying activities,
which can be either distinct or alike. If out of theK available RMPs, k−1 of them are selected
and included in a schedule, then the jobs will be divided into k, 1 ≤ k ≤ K + 1, groups,
one to be scheduled before the first RMP and one after each of the k − 1 RMPs. Since the
RMPs can be different in nature, we need a model that is capable of handling situations, in
which the effects are group-dependent, so that jobs sequenced in different groups are subject
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to different effects. Group-dependent effects have been first introduced in [1], with the focus
on single machine models with positional deterioration effects and the RMPs to be strictly
maintenance periods, i.e., aimed at improving the processing conditions, but not necessarily
fully restoring them. Extensions of the multi-maintenance model to parallel machines can
be found in [2].
We proceed with a formal description of our main model. We assume that the actual
processing time of a job is seen as affected by the following factors:
• the group a job is assigned to;
• the position of the job within its group;
• the number of jobs scheduled in each of the previous groups;
• the time elapsed before processing the job within its group;
• the time elapsed in each of the previous groups.
Additionally, the duration DRMP of an RMP with an index y, 1 ≤ y ≤ K, is given by
DRMP (y) =
(
α[y]τ + ψ[y]
)
f [y] (η) , (3)
where
• τ is the time since the last RMP was performed;
• α[y] and ψ[y] > 0 are given constants known for each available RMP, 1 ≤ y ≤ K;
• the factor f [y] (η) represents a positional factor which makes the duration of the RMP
dependent on the number of jobs η scheduled since the last RMP was performed.
The conceived model allows us to handle a wide range of practical problems, which have
not been studied in the scheduling literature so far. Notice that the duration of an RMP
defined by (3) is a further generalization of the start-time dependent model introduced in
[15, 16], since it additionally includes a positional factor, so that the duration is dependent on
the start-time of the RMP and also on the position of the RMP in the processing sequence.
The latter is in line with positionally dependent setup times for models that arise in group
technology scheduling; see [27]. As a result, according to the revised model the later an RMP
is scheduled, both with respect to time and position, the longer/shorter it takes to complete
it, depending on the sign of α[y] and the nature of the function f [y].
Formally, consider a schedule S (k) with k − 1, 1 ≤ k ≤ K + 1, RMPs and a per-
mutation of all jobs given by π =
(
π[1], π[2], . . . , π[k]
)
. Assume that each group con-
tains a total of n[x] jobs, so that the permutation of jobs in the x−th group is given by
π[x] =
(
π[x] (1) , π[x] (2) , . . . , π[x]
(
n[x]
))
, 1 ≤ x ≤ k, where
∑k
x=1 n
[x] = n. Depending on
which RMPs are chosen and the order in which they are performed, the actual processing
time of a job j = π[x] (r) , scheduled in position r, 1 ≤ r ≤ n[x], of the x−th group, 1 ≤ x ≤ k,
is given by
p
[x]
j (r) =
(
pπ[x](r) + a
[x]
1 F1 + a
[x]
2 F2 + ...+ a
[x]
x−1Fx−1 + a
[x]
x F(x,r−1)
)
g[x] (r) ,
1 ≤ r ≤ n[x], 1 ≤ x ≤ k,
(4)
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where Fv denotes the total processing time of all jobs scheduled in a group v, 1 ≤ v ≤ x− 1,
while F(x,r−1) represents the total duration of the first r− 1 jobs in a group x, and for com-
pleteness we have the condition F0 = F(x,0) = 0. The terms g
[x] (r) represent positive group-
dependent job-independent positional factors, which do not have to be monotone within a
particular group. Such a model for positional effects is introduced in [1] for a deterioration
environment, in which the positional factors g[x] (r) are in a non-decreasing order in each
group x. The terms a
[x]
1 , a
[x]
2 , . . . , a
[x]
x are real numbers and represent the group-dependent
rates associated with time-dependent effects. Notice that some of the rates a
[x]
1 , a
[x]
2 , . . . , a
[x]
x
may be negative, which corresponds to a learning effect. Without going into technical details,
in what follows we assume that the rates a
[x]
1 , a
[x]
2 , . . . , a
[x]
x are such that the processing times
remain positive. See, e.g., [12] where the required conditions are explicitly written out for a
less general combined effect.
For a job scheduled in position r of group x, the rates a
[x]
1 , a
[x]
2 , . . . , a
[x]
x−1, determine how
the length of previous groups affects the job’s processing time, whereas a
[x]
x determines how
the processing time of the job is affected by the time elapsed between the opening of the x−th
group and the start time of the job in position r, 1 ≤ r ≤ n[x]. The superscript [x] associated
with these rates stresses that the rates are group-dependent, and can assume different values
and signs depending on the group x, 1 ≤ x ≤ k, a job is scheduled in. For example, to
determine the actual processing time of a job scheduled in the third group, the required
rates are a
[3]
1 , a
[3]
2 and a
[3]
3 , whereas if a job is placed in the fourth group, the required rates
are a
[4]
1 , a
[4]
2 , a
[4]
3 and a
[4]
4 .
Notice that it is always assumed that during an RMP the system undergoes neither
learning nor deterioration. Thus, the actual processing times of the jobs given by (4) is
independent of the duration of the RMPs.
Further, since the number of jobs, n[x], in each group and the total duration of each group,
Fx, is known, it follows from (3) that the duration of an RMP after the x−th, 1 ≤ x ≤ k−1,
group can be given by
Tx = α
[x]
1 F1 + α
[x]
2 F2 + · · ·+ α
[x]
x Fx + β
[x], 1 ≤ x ≤ k − 1, (5)
where the values α
[x]
1 , α
[x]
2 , . . . , α
[x]
x , determine how the length of previous groups affect the
duration of the RMP scheduled after the x−th group, and β[x] > 0 is a constant, 1 ≤ x ≤ k−1.
The values α
[x]
1 , α
[x]
2 , . . . , α
[x]
x , can be seen as being analogous to the rates a
[x]
1 , a
[x]
2 , . . . , a
[x]
x−1,
defined in (4). They allow us to incorporate RMPs of a different nature in a schedule. As
an example, consider an instance in which a machine undergoes deterioration and learning
simultaneously. Two RMPs are to be included in the processing sequence, the first being
used as a training period for the operator, while the second being a maintenance period
which repairs the machine. As a result three groups are created, with the number of jobs
in each being known as n[1], n[2], and n[3], and the duration of each group being known
as F1, F2, and F3. Thus, according to (3) the duration of the first RMP will be given by
DRMP (1) =
[
α[1]F1 + ψ
[1]
]
f [1]
(
n[1]
)
, while the duration of the second RMP will be given by
DRMP (2) =
[
α[2] (F1 + F2) + ψ
[2]
]
f [2]
(
n[1] + n[2]
)
. The latter relation holds as the machine
is undergoing continuous deterioration during the processing of the first two groups, and thus,
the time till the first MP is performed is equal to F1+F1. As a result, in terms of the formula
(5), for the first RMP we have α
[1]
1 = α
[1]f [1]
(
n[1]
)
, and β[1] = ψ[1]f [1]
(
n[1]
)
, while for the
second RMP we have α
[2]
1 = α
[2]
2 = α
[2]f [2]
(
n[1] + n[2]
)
, and β[2] = ψ[2]f [2]
(
n[1] + n[2]
)
.
Notice that the values α
[x]
1 , α
[x]
2 , . . . , α
[x]
x , can assume any sign as long as it is ensured that
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the duration of the RMPs is positive.
Complicated as it looks, the model essentially incorporates and generalizes almost every
job-independent effect known in scheduling with changing processing times. It is flexible
enough to serve as a model of many plausible scenarios that may be found in practice, e.g.,
in the area manufacturing or shop floor production planning. Below we give an illustration
of a possible application.
Example 1. A human operator uses a machine (or a tool) to process n jobs. The processing
conditions of the machine and the efficiency of an operator are subject to time-dependent
and positional effects. In particular, the machine is subject not only to time-dependent
deterioration that is typical for most mechanical devices, but also to positional deterioration,
which, e.g., happens to a pneumatic punching device that loses air pressure with each punch,
and this increases the time needed for subsequent operations; see [2] where such a situation
is described in more detail.
During the processing of the jobs, two RMPs will be included in the schedule. It is
known that the first RMP is actually a maintenance period which restores the machine to its
original condition. However, the deterioration rate of the machine becomes greater after the
maintenance period, since the original spare parts are not used. This RMP also provides the
operator with sufficient rest, so that after the first RMP the operator is as fresh as he/she was
at the beginning of the schedule. The duration of this RMP is dependent on its start-time,
i.e., it follows (5) for x = 1, with α
[1]
1 = α
′ and β[1] = β′. The second RMP takes a constant
time β′′, i.e., α
[2]
1 = α
[2]
2 = 0 and β
[2] = β′′, but does not repair the machine at all. Instead,
a new operator is brought in. Below, we distinguish between the learning and deterioration
parameters for the machine and those for the operator by using the subscript “m” for the
machine and “w” for the operator (worker), respectively.
In a feasible schedule the jobs will be split into k = 3 groups. The machine suffers from
a linear time-dependent deterioration effect, the deterioration rate being equal to d′m > 0
before the first RMP (the first group), and equal to d′′m > d
′
m > 0 after the first RMP (for
the second and the third groups). Additionally, the machine is also affected by a positional
exponential deterioration effect of the form (d′m + 1)
r−1 before the first RMP and of the form
(d′′m + 1)
r−1 after that RMP. The operators are also subject to time-dependent effects; the
deterioration and learning rates for Operator 1 are d′w > 0 and l
′
w < 0, respectively, and
those for Operator 2 are d′′w > 0 and l
′′
w < 0, respectively. It is known that in addition to the
skills gained while processing the jobs, Operator 2 also passively learns with a rate l′′′w < 0,
while he observes Operator 1 process the jobs in groups 1 and 2. Lastly, the performance of
the workers is also affected by a polynomial positional effect and is quantified by rδ, where
the appropriate value of δ is one of d′w, l
′
w, d
′′
w and l
′′
w, depending on the scenario. There is
no positional effect associated with the passive learning effect of Operator 2.
For the described example, the parameters of our model (4) can be set as shown in
Table 1.
Notice that our model allows us to assume (unlike, e.g., [12]), that during an RMP, if
the operator is not replaced, he/she does not lose his/her skills which were improved due
to learning in the earlier groups of the schedule. Similarly, if during an RMP a machine
is not fully repaired, our model is capable of handling the resulting situation in which the
deterioration effect from the group before the RMPmust be carried forward to the next group.
The same phenomenon is also observed in the passive learning effect of Operator 2, in which
the skills gained during groups 1 and 2 must be carried forward to group 3. These time-
8
Group Parameter Value
1 a
[1]
1 d
′
m + d
′
w + l
′
w
g[1] (r) (d′m + 1)
r−1
rd
′
w+l
′
w , 1 ≤ r ≤ n[1]
2 a
[2]
1 l
′
w
a
[2]
2 d
′′
m + d
′
w + l
′
w
g[2] (r) (d′′m + 1)
r−1 (
n[1] + r
)l′w rd′w , 1 ≤ r ≤ n[2]
3 a
[3]
1 l
′′′
w
a
[3]
2 d
′′
m + l
′′′
w
a
[3]
3 d
′′
m + d
′′
w + l
′′
w
g[3] (r) (d′′m + 1)
n[2]+r−1
rd
′′
w+l
′′
w , 1 ≤ r ≤ n[3]
Table 1: Parameters for Example 1
dependent effects can be captured by the group-dependent parameters a
[x]
v , 1 ≤ v ≤ x − 1,
1 ≤ x ≤ k. Thus, to model the situation in the given example, we define a
[2]
1 := l
′
w (implying
that Operator 1 has gained an experience of F1 time units before starting group 2), a
[3]
1 := l
′′′
w
(implying that Operator 2 has gained a passive learning experience of F1 time units before
starting group 3) and a
[3]
2 := d
′′
m+ l
′′′
w (implying that the machine has deteriorated for F2 time
units and Operator 2 has gained a passive learning experience of F2 time units before starting
group 3). These positional effects are simply captured by adjusting the relative position of
a job in the relevant group. For example, the learning factor involved in the computation
of g[2] (r) is given by
(
n[1] + r
)l′w (implying that Operator 1 has completed n[1] jobs before
starting group 2), and the deterioration factor involved in the computation of g[3] (r) is given
by (d′′m + 1)
n[2]+r−1 (implying that since its last maintenance, the machine has completed
n[2] jobs before starting group 3).
As demonstrated in the above example, with appropriate use of the parameters, a
[x]
v ,
α
[x]
v , 1 ≤ v ≤ x, g[x] (r) , 1 ≤ r ≤ n[x], and β[x], for each x, 1 ≤ x ≤ k, our model as defined
in (4) together with (5), can be used to represent a wide variety of practical situations.
Extending the standard three-field notation, we denote the problems of minimizing the
makespan and the total flow time for scheduling models that satisfy the above conditions by
1 |Combi,RMP |Cmax and 1 |Combi,RMP |
∑
Cj , respectively. Here, in the middle field we
write “Combi” to stress that the processing times are subject to a combined effect (4), and
we write “RMP” to indicate that rate modifying activities are being applied in accordance
with (5). This is the first study in which combined models of such a general structure are
being studied.
An optimal solution to problem 1 |Combi,RMP |F , where F ∈ {Cmax,
∑
Cj} must de-
liver optimal choices for each of the following decisions:
Decision 1. The number of RMPs: If k − 1 RMPs are included in the schedule, the jobs
are divided into k groups. Determine the optimal value of k, 1 ≤ k ≤ K + 1.
Decision 2. The choice of RMPs: From a given list ofK RMPs, choose k−1, 1 ≤ k ≤ K+1,
RMPs that are included in the schedule.
Decision 3. The sequence of RMPs: Determine the optimal order in which the selected
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k − 1 RMPs are scheduled on a machine.
Decision 4. An optimal permutation of jobs: For each job j ∈ N , determine the group and
the position within that group, that it must be scheduled in.
In the next section, we demonstrate how to compute the completion times of any job in
terms of the input parameters.
3 Computing Completion Times
To solve problem 1 |Combi,RMP |F, we first assume that Decisions 1-3 are taken in advance,
so that it is known how the selected k− 1 RMPs are included into the schedule. As a result
the jobs are split into k, 1 ≤ k ≤ K + 1, groups. Define the parameters a
[x]
1 , a
[x]
2 , . . . , a
[x]
x ,
1 ≤ x ≤ k, and α
[x]
1 , α
[x]
2 , . . . , α
[x]
x , β
[x], 1 ≤ x ≤ k − 1, and denote the resulting problem by
1 |Combi,RMP (k − 1)|F.
To solve problem 1 |Combi,RMP (k − 1)|F consider a schedule S (k) with a permutation
of jobs π =
(
π[1], π[2], . . . , π[k]
)
. Assume that each group contains a total of n[x] jobs, so that
π[x] =
(
π[x] (1) , π[x] (2) , . . . , π[x]
(
n[x]
))
, 1 ≤ x ≤ k, where
∑k
x=1 n
[x] = n. We now derive an
expression for the total time it takes to process all jobs in a group x, 1 ≤ x ≤ k.
Notice that throughout this chapter we assume that an empty product is equal to one,
while an empty sum is equal to zero, i.e.,
∏r
i=j (·) = 1 and
∑r
i=j (·) = 0, for j > r.
Lemma 1 Given a group x, 1 ≤ x ≤ k, and job j = π[x] (r) sequenced in the r−th position,
1 ≤ r ≤ n[x], of the group, the completion time F(x,r) of the job with respect to the start time
of the group is given by
F(x,r) =
r∑
u=1
(
A[x] + pπ[x](u)
)
B[x] (u, r) , (6)
where A[x] :=
∑x−1
v=1 a
[x]
v Fv, and
B[x] (u, r) := g[x] (u)
r∏
i=u+1
(
1 + a[x]x g
[x] (i)
)
, 1 ≤ u ≤ r. (7)
Proof: We prove this lemma by induction. For job j = π[x] (r), the value F(x,r) for r = 1 is
given in accordance with (4) by
p
[x]
j (1) =
(
pπ[x](1) + a
[x]
1 F1 + a
[x]
2 F2 + ...+ a
[x]
x−1Fx−1
)
g[x] (1)
=
(
pπ[x](1) +A
[x]
)
g[x] (1) =
(
pπ[x](1) +A
[x]
)
B[x] (1, 1) ,
which corresponds to the right-hand side of (6).
Assume that for r, 1 < r ≤ n[x], the equality
F(x,r−1) =
r−1∑
u=1
(
A[x] + pπ[x](u)
)
B[x] (u, r − 1) , (8)
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holds. We know that
F(x,r) = F(x,r−1) + p
[x]
j (r) .
Substituting (4) we get
F(x,r) = F(x,r−1) +
(
pπ[x](r) +A
[x] + a[x]x F(x,r−1)
)
g[x] (r)
=
(
1 + a[x]x g
[x] (r)
)
F(x,r−1) +
(
pπ[x](r) +A
[x]
)
g[x] (r) .
Substituting the value of F(x,r−1) from (8), we obtain
F(x,r) =
(
1 + a[x]x g
[x] (r)
) r−1∑
u=1
(
A[x] + pπ[x](u)
)
B[x] (u, r − 1) +
(
A[x] + pπ[x](r)
)
g[x] (r) .
It can be easily verified that
(
1 + a
[x]
x g
[x] (r)
)
B[x] (u, r − 1) = B[x] (u, r) and g[x] (r) =
B[x] (r, r), so that we obtain
F(x,r) =
r−1∑
u=1
(
A[x] + pπ[x](u)
)
B[x] (u, r) +
(
A[x] + pπ[x](r)
)
B[x] (r, r)
=
r∑
u=1
(
A[x] + pπ[x](u)
)
B[x] (u, r) ,
which proves the lemma.
Due to Lemma 1, the total processing time of a group x, 1 ≤ x ≤ k, can be written as
Fx = F(x,n[x]) =
n[x]∑
r=1
(
A[x] + pπ[x](r)
)
B[x]
(
r, n[x]
)
=
n[x]∑
r=1
(
x−1∑
v=1
a[x]v Fv
)
B[x]
(
r, n[x]
)
+
n[x]∑
r=1
pπ[x](r)B
[x]
(
r, n[x]
)
=
x−1∑
v=1

a[x]v n
[x]∑
r=1
B[x]
(
r, n[x]
)Fv + n
[x]∑
r=1
pπ[x](r)B
[x]
(
r, n[x]
)
.
For convenience, denote
D[x] :=
n[x]∑
r=1
pπ[x](r)B
[x]
(
r, n[x]
)
, 1 ≤ x ≤ k, (9)
and
b[x]v := a
[x]
v
n[x]∑
r=1
B[x]
(
r, n[x]
)
, 1 ≤ v ≤ x− 1, 1 ≤ x ≤ k. (10)
Then Fx can be rewritten as
Fx = b
[x]
1 F1 + b
[x]
2 F2 + · · ·+ b
[x]
x−1Fx−1 +D
[x]. (11)
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Lemma 2 The total processing time of a group x, 1 ≤ x ≤ k, is given by
Fx =
x∑
v=1
E[v,x]D[v], (12)
where E[x,x] := 1 and for v ≤ x− 1
E[v,x] :=
x−v∑
w=1
∑
v=v0<v1<···<vw=x
b[v1]v0 b
[v2]
v1
b[v3]v2 · · · b
[vw]
vw−1
, (13)
where in (13) for each w, 1 ≤ w ≤ x− v, the second summation is taken over all increasing
sequences of w + 1 distinct integers (v0, v1, . . . , vw) with v0 = v and vw = x.
Proof: Please notice the zigzag pattern of the subscripts and superscripts in the right-hand
side of (13), as outlined below.
[v1] [v2] . . . [vw−1] [vw]
ր ց ր ց ր . . . ր ց ր
v0 v1 v2 . . . vw−1
The proof of the lemma is by induction. For x = 1, it follows from (11) that F1 = D
[1].
On the other hand, for x = 1, (12) reduces to F1 = E
[1,1]D[1], and since E[1,1] = 1 by
definition, we also obtain F1 = D
[1].
Assume now that the lemma holds for all groups 1, 2, . . . , x− 1, and prove that it holds
for group x ≤ k. Starting with (11), we write
Fx =
x−1∑
v=1
b[x]v Fv +D
[x],
and use the induction assumption to substitute (12) into the above expression to obtain
Fx =
x−1∑
v=1
b[x]v
v∑
y=1
E[y,v]D[y] +D[x]
=
x−1∑
v=1
x−1∑
y=v
b[x]y E
[v,y]D[v] +D[x]
=
x−1∑
v=1

b[x]v E[v,v] + x−1∑
y=v+1
b[x]y E
[v,y]

D[v] +D[x].
Further, using the induction assumption, replace E[v,v] by 1 and substitute E[v,y], v < y,
in accordance with (13). We deduce
Fx =
x−1∑
v=1

b[x]v + x−1∑
y=v+1
b[x]y
(
y−v∑
w=1
∑
v=v0<v1<···<vw=y
b[v1]v0 b
[v2]
v1
b[v3]v2 · · · b
[vw]
vw−1
)D[v] +D[x]
=
x−1∑
v=1

b[x]v + x−1∑
y=v+1
y−v∑
w=1
∑
v=v0<v1<···<vw=y
b[v1]v0 b
[v2]
v1
b[v3]v2 · · · b
[vw]
vw−1
b[x]y

D[v] +D[x]
=
x−1∑
v=1

b[x]v + x−1∑
y=v+1
y−v∑
w=1
∑
v=v0<v1<···<vw=y
b[v1]v0 b
[v2]
v1
b[v3]v2 · · · b
[vw]
vw−1
b[x]vw

D[v] +D[x].
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Observe that for a fixed w the equality
x−1∑
y=v+1
∑
v=v0<v1<···<vw=y
b[v1]v0 b
[v2]
v1
b[v3]v2 · · ·b
[vw]
vw−1
b[x]vw =
∑
v=v0<v1<···<vw≤x−1
b[v1]v0 b
[v2]
v1
b[v3]v2 · · ·b
[vw]
vw−1
b[x]vw
holds, where the summation in the right-hand side is taken over all increasing sequences of
w + 1 distinct integers (v0, v1, . . . , vw) with v0 = v and vw ≤ x− 1.
Notice that for y = v + 1 and for y = x − 1 we have that w = 1 and w = x − v − 1,
respectively, i.e., 1 ≤ w ≤ x− v − 1. This means that
Fx =
x−1∑
v=1

b[x]v + x−v−1∑
w=1
∑
v=v0<v1<···<vw≤x−1
b[v1]v0 b
[v2]
v1
b[v3]v2 · · · b
[vw]
vw−1
b[x]vw

D[v] +D[x].
Replacing w with w − 1, rewrite
Fx =
x−1∑
v=1

b[x]v + x−v∑
w=2
∑
v=v0<v1<···<vw−1≤x−1
b[v1]v0 b
[v2]
v1
b[v3]v2 · · · b
[vw−1]
vw−2
b[x]vw−1

D[v] +D[x].
It can be easily verified that
b[x]v =
1∑
w=1
∑
v=v0<v1<···<vw−1<vw=x
b[v1]v0 b
[v2]
v1
· · · b[vw−1]vw−2 b
[vw]
vw−1
, 1 ≤ v ≤ x− 1,
so that Fx, 1 ≤ x ≤ k, can be rewritten as
Fx =
x−1∑
v=1

x−v∑
w=1
∑
v=v0<v1<···<vw−1<vw=x
b[v1]v0 b
[v2]
v1
b[v3]v2 · · · b
[vw−1]
vw−2
b[vw]vw−1

D[v] +D[x]
=
x−1∑
v=1
E[v,x]D[v] + E[x,x]D[x] =
x∑
v=1
E[v,x]D[v],
which proves the lemma.
The expressions in Lemma 2 look heavy; below we illustrate them for small values of x,
e.g., x ≤ 4. Recall that for x = 1, we have F1 = D
[1]. For x = 2, the formula (11) gives
F2 = b
[2]
1 F1 + D
[2] = b
[2]
1 D
[1] + D[2], which complies with (12) for x = 2, since E[1,2] = b
[2]
1
and E[2,2] = 1. Similarly, for x = 3, the formula (11) reduces to
F3 = b
[3]
1 F1 + b
[3]
2 F2 +D
[3] = b
[3]
1 D
[1] + b
[3]
2
(
b
[2]
1 D
[1] +D[2]
)
+D[3]
=
(
b
[3]
1 + b
[2]
1 b
[3]
2
)
D[1] + b
[3]
2 D
[2] +D[3].
It can be easily verified that this complies with (12) for x = 3. For x = 4, using (11) we
obtain
F4 = b
[4]
1 F1 + b
[4]
2 F2 + b
[4]
3 F3 +D
[4]
= b
[4]
1 D
[1] + b
[4]
2
(
b
[2]
1 D
[1] +D[2]
)
+ b
[4]
3
((
b
[3]
1 + b
[2]
1 b
[3]
2
)
D[1] + b
[3]
2 D
[2] +D[3]
)
+D[4]
=
(
b
[4]
1 + b
[2]
1 b
[4]
2 + b
[3]
1 b
[4]
3 + b
[2]
1 b
[3]
2 b
[4]
3
)
D[1] +
(
b
[4]
2 + b
[3]
2 b
[4]
3
)
D[2] + b
[4]
3 D
[3] +D[4].
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On the other hand, using (12) we obtain
F4 = E
[1,4]D[1] + E[2,4]D[2] + E[3,4]D[3] + E[4,4]D[4]
=
(
3∑
w=1
∑
1=v0<v1<···<vw=4
b[v1]v0 b
[v2]
v1
· · · b[vw]vw−1
)
D[1]
+
(
2∑
w=1
∑
2=v0<v1<···<vw=4
b[v1]v0 b
[v2]
v1
· · · b[vw]vw−1
)
D[2]
+
(
1∑
w=1
∑
3=v0<v1<···<vw=4
b[v1]v0 b
[v2]
v1
· · · b[vw]vw−1
)
D[3] +D[4]
=
( ∑
1=v0<v1=4
b[v1]v0 +
∑
1=v0<v1<v2=4
b[v1]v0 b
[v2]
v1
+
∑
1=v0<v1<v2<v3=4
b[v1]v0 b
[v2]
v1
b[v3]v2
)
D[1] +
( ∑
2=v0<v1=4
b[v1]v0 +
∑
2=v0<v1<v2=4
b[v1]v0 b
[v2]
v1
)
D[2] +
( ∑
3=v0<v1=4
b[v1]v0
)
D[3] +D[4]
=
(
b
[4]
1 + b
[2]
1 b
[4]
2 + b
[3]
1 b
[4]
3 + b
[2]
1 b
[3]
2 b
[4]
3
)
D[1] +
(
b
[4]
2 + b
[3]
2 b
[4]
3
)
D[2] + b
[4]
3 D
[3] +D[4].
Notice that the number of terms contained in the expression∑
v=v0<v1<···<vw=x
b
[v1]
v0 b
[v2]
v1 b
[v3]
v2 · · · b
[vw]
vw−1 , involved in the right-hand side of (13) is(
x−v−1
w−1
)
. Thus, to determine all values of E[v,x], 1 ≤ v ≤ x− 1, 2 ≤ x ≤ k, the total number
of products to be computed is
∑k
x=2
∑x−1
v=1
∑x−v
w=1
(
x−v−1
w−1
)
= 2k − k − 1.
Recall that the durations of the RMPs are given by (5). Including the time spent on rate-
modifying activities, the completion time Cπ[x](r) of a job scheduled in position r, 1 ≤ r ≤ n
[x],
of the x−th group, 1 ≤ x ≤ k, can be written as
Cπ[x](r) = F1 + T1 + F2 + T2 + · · ·+ Fx−1 + Tx−1 + F(x,r)
=
x−1∑
v=1
[
1 +
x−1∑
w=v
α[w]v
]
Fv + F(x,r) +
x−1∑
v=1
β[v].
For convenience, denote
ξ[v,x−1] := 1 +
x−1∑
w=v
α[w]v , 1 ≤ v ≤ x− 1, 1 ≤ x ≤ k, (14)
and rewrite
Cπ[x](r) =
x−1∑
v=1
ξ[v,x−1]Fv + F(x,r) +
x−1∑
v=1
β[v] (15)
Applying the results of Lemmas 1 and 2, the completion time can be written in terms of
the original problem parameters.
4 Computing Positional Weights
The purpose of this section is to consider problems 1 |Combi,RMP (k − 1)|Cmax and
1 |Combi,RMP (k − 1)|
∑
Cj and to demonstrate that even without making additional as-
sumptions regarding the sign of a
[x]
v , 1 ≤ v ≤ x, 1 ≤ x ≤ k, or the shape of g[x](r),
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1 ≤ r ≤ n[x], 1 ≤ x ≤ k, each of the two problems reduces to finding a permutation of
jobs that delivers the minimum to a generic objective function of the form
F (k) =
k∑
x=1
n[x]∑
r=1
W [x](r)pπ[x](r) + Γ(k), (16)
where W [x](r) is a suitably defined positional weight and Γ (k) is a constant. The problem of
minimizing function F (k) can be qualified as that of minimizing a linear form over a set of
all permutations. It also can be seen a special case of the linear assignment problem with a
product matrix, and can be solved by a well-known matching algorithm that is due to Hardy
et al. [19]. See Section 5, where the algorithmic issues are discussed in more detail.
4.1 Minimizing The Makespan
We start with problem 1 |Combi,RMP (k − 1)|Cmax. For a schedule S (k) with k groups
denote the makespan by Cmax (S (k)). If schedule S (k) is associated with a permutation
π =
(
π[1], π[2], . . . , π[k]
)
, then Cmax (S (k)) is equal to Cπ[k](n[k]), the completion time of
the last job in the last k−th group. In Section 3, we demonstrate that if the x−th group
contains a total of n[x] jobs, so that π[x] =
(
π[x] (1) , π[x] (2) , . . . , π[x]
(
n[x]
))
, 1 ≤ x ≤ k, then
the completion time of a job j = π[x] (r) is given by (15). It follows that the makespan of
schedule S (k) can be written as
Cmax (S (k)) = Cπ[k](n[k]) =
k−1∑
x=1
ξ[x,k−1]Fx + Fk +
k−1∑
x=1
β[x].
Substituting (12) in the above expression we obtain
Cmax (S (k)) =
k−1∑
x=1
ξ[x,k−1]
(
x∑
v=1
E[v,x]D[v]
)
+
k∑
v=1
E[v,k]D[v] +
k−1∑
x=1
β[x].
Rearranging the terms we get
Cmax (S (k)) =
k∑
x=1
(
k−1∑
v=x
ξ[v,k−1]E[x,v] + E[x,k]
)
D[x] +
k−1∑
x=1
β[x].
Substituting the value of D[x] from (9) we further derive
Cmax (S (k)) =
k∑
x=1
(
k−1∑
v=x
ξ[v,k−1]E[x,v] + E[x,k]
)
n[x]∑
r=1
pπ[x](r)B
[x]
(
r, n[x]
)
+
k−1∑
x=1
β[x]
=
k∑
x=1
n[x]∑
r=1
pπ[x](r)B
[x]
(
r, n[x]
)(k−1∑
v=x
ξ[v,k−1]E[x,v] + E[x,k]
)
+
k−1∑
x=1
β[x].
Notice, that the expression for the makespan Cmax (S (k)) has reduced to the generic
objective function (16), with the constant term Γ (k) given by
Γ (k) =
k−1∑
x=1
β[x], (17)
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and the positional weights given by
W [x] (r) = B[x]
(
r, n[x]
)(k−1∑
v=x
(
1 +
k−1∑
w=v
α[w]v
)
E[x,v] + E[x,k]
)
, 1 ≤ r ≤ n[x], 1 ≤ x ≤ k.
(18)
The expression (18) for the positional weights can be written in terms of the original
parameters by using (7), (10) and (13). Finding all values of B[x]
(
r, n[x]
)
, 1 ≤ r ≤ n[x],
1 ≤ x ≤ k, by (7) requires O
(∑k
x=1 n
[x]
)
= O(n) time. After that, all values of b
[x]
v ,
1 ≤ v ≤ x − 1, 1 ≤ x ≤ k, can be found by (10) in O
(
k2
)
time. As follows from Section 3,
computing all values E[v,x], 1 ≤ v ≤ x − 1, 1 ≤ x ≤ k, requires O
(
2k
)
time. Finally, all
n positional weights W [x] (r) , 1 ≤ r ≤ n[x], 1 ≤ x ≤ k, will be computed in O (n) time,
provided that all other quantities have been found. Thus, the overall running time needed
to compute the positional weights for problem 1 |Combi,RMP (k − 1)|Cmax is T (W ) =
O
(
2n+ k2 + 2k
)
= O (n), provided that k is a given constant.
4.2 Minimizing The Total Flow Time
Now we address problem 1 |Combi,RMP (k − 1)|
∑
Cj . For a schedule S (k) with k groups
associated with a permutation π =
(
π[1], π[2], . . . , π[k]
)
, the total flow time can be written as
∑
Cj =
k∑
x=1
n[x]∑
r=1
Cπ[x](r).
Substituting (6) into (15), we rewrite the expression for Cπ[x](r) as
Cπ[x](r) =
x−1∑
v=1
ξ[v,x−1]Fv +
r∑
u=1
(
A[x] + pπ[x](u)
)
B[x] (u, r) +
x−1∑
v=1
β[v]
=
x−1∑
v=1
ξ[v,x−1]Fv +A
[x]
r∑
u=1
B[x] (u, r) +
r∑
u=1
pπ[x](u)B
[x] (u, r) +
x−1∑
v=1
β[v].
Substituting A[x] =
∑x−1
v=1 a
[x]
v Fv into the above equation, we obtain
Cπ[x](r) =
x−1∑
v=1
(
ξ[v,x−1] + a[x]v
r∑
u=1
B[x] (u, r)
)
Fv +
r∑
u=1
pπ[x](u)B
[x] (u, r) +
x−1∑
v=1
β[v].
Thus, the total flow time of schedule S(k) can be written as
∑
Cj =
k∑
x=1
n[x]∑
r=1
[
x−1∑
v=1
(
ξ[v,x−1] + a[x]v
r∑
u=1
B[x] (u, r)
)
Fv +
r∑
u=1
pπ[x](u)B
[x] (u, r)
]
+ Γ (k)
=
k∑
x=1

x−1∑
v=1

n[x]ξ[v,x−1] + a[x]v n
[x]∑
r=1
r∑
u=1
B[x] (u, r)

Fv + n
[x]∑
r=1
r∑
u=1
pπ[x](u)B
[x] (u, r)


+Γ (k) ,
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where Γ (k) =
∑k
x=1
∑n[x]
r=1
∑x−1
v=1 β
[v]. It can be easily verified that the term∑n[x]
r=1
∑r
u=1 pπ[x](u)B
[x] (u, r) can be rewritten as
∑n[x]
r=1 pπ[x](r)
∑n[x]
u=r B
[x] (r, u) , 1 ≤ x ≤ k,
so that we have
∑
Cj =
k∑
x=1

x−1∑
v=1

n[x]ξ[v,x−1] + a[x]v n
[x]∑
r=1
n[x]∑
u=r
B[x] (r, u)

Fv + n
[x]∑
r=1
pπ[x](r)
n[x]∑
u=r
B[x] (r, u)

+Γ (k) .
For convenience, substitute the value ξ[v,x−1] from (14) and denote
G[v,x] := n[x]
(
1 +
x−1∑
w=v
α[w]v
)
+ a[x]v
n[x]∑
r=1
n[x]∑
u=r
B[x] (r, u) , 1 ≤ v ≤ x− 1, 1 ≤ x ≤ k, (19)
so that we have
∑
Cj =
k∑
x=1

x−1∑
v=1
G[v,x]Fv +
n[x]∑
r=1
pπ[x](r)
n[x]∑
u=r
B[x] (r, u)

+ Γ (k) .
Substituting the value of Fv from (12) into the above equation, we deduce
∑
Cj =
k∑
x=1

x−1∑
v=1
G[v,x]
v∑
w=1
E[w,v]D[w] +
n[x]∑
r=1
pπ[x](r)
n[x]∑
u=r
B[x] (r, u)

+ Γ (k)
=
k∑
x=1

x−1∑
v=1
(
x−1∑
w=v
G[w,x]E[v,w]
)
D[v] +
n[x]∑
r=1
pπ[x](r)
n[x]∑
u=r
B[x] (r, u)

+ Γ (k)
=
k∑
x=1
k∑
v=x+1
(
v−1∑
w=x
G[w,v]E[x,w]
)
D[x] +
k∑
x=1
n[x]∑
r=1
pπ[x](r)
n[x]∑
u=r
B[x] (r, u) + Γ (k)
=
k∑
x=1
D[x]
k∑
v=x+1
v−1∑
w=x
G[w,v]E[x,w] +
k∑
x=1
n[x]∑
r=1
pπ[x](r)
n[x]∑
u=r
B[x] (r, u) + Γ (k) .
Further, substituting the value of D[x] from (9) and rearranging terms, we obtain
∑
Cj =
k∑
x=1



n[x]∑
r=1
pπ[x](r)B
[x]
(
r, n[x]
) k∑
v=x+1
v−1∑
w=x
G[w,v]E[x,w]
+
n[x]∑
r=1
pπ[x](r)
n[x]∑
u=r
B[x] (r, u)

+ Γ (k)
=
k∑
x=1
n[x]∑
r=1
pπ[x](r)

B[x] (r, n[x]) k∑
v=x+1
v−1∑
w=x
G[w,v]E[x,w] +
n[x]∑
u=r
B[x] (r, u)

+ Γ (k) .
Thus, the total flow time can be represented as a function of the form (16) with the
positional weights defined by
W [x] (r) = B[x]
(
r, n[x]
) k∑
v=x+1
v−1∑
w=x
G[w,v]E[x,w] +
n[x]∑
u=r
B[x] (r, u) , 1 ≤ r ≤ n[x], 1 ≤ x ≤ k,
(20)
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and the constant term
Γ (k) =
k∑
x=1
n[x]∑
r=1
x−1∑
v=1
β[v]. (21)
The expression (20) for the positional weights can be written in terms of the original
parameters by using (7), (19), (13) and (10). All values B[x] (u, r), 1 ≤ u ≤ r ≤ n[x], 1 ≤ x ≤
k, can be computed by (7) in O
(∑k
x=1
n[x](n[x]+1)
2
)
= O(n2) time. After that, all values
of G[v,x], 1 ≤ v ≤ x − 1, 1 ≤ x ≤ k, can be found by (19) in O
(
k2
)
time. As discussed in
Section 4.1, computing all values E[v,x], 1 ≤ v ≤ x − 1, 1 ≤ x ≤ k, requires O
(
2k
)
time.
Finally, all n positional weights W [x] (r) , 1 ≤ r ≤ n[x], 1 ≤ x ≤ k, will be computed in
O (n) time, provided that all other quantities have been found. Thus, the overall running
time needed to compute the positional weights for problem 1 |Combi,RMP (k − 1)|Cmax is
T (W ) = O
(
n+ n2 + k2 + 2k
)
= O
(
n2
)
, provided that k is a given constant.
5 The Solution Approach
The purpose of this section is to consider problem 1 |Combi,RMP |F where F ∈
{Cmax,
∑
Cj} and design a solution approach for it. In order to solve problem
1 |Combi,RMP |F , we must find the optimal outcomes for Decisions 1-4 listed in Section 2.
First, let us concentrate on the relevant sub-problem 1 |Combi,RMP (k − 1)|F in which it
is assumed that Decisions 1-3 are taken in advance.
In the previous section, we demonstrate that if the number of jobs in each group
n[x], 1 ≤ x ≤ k, is known in advance both problems 1 |Combi,RMP (k − 1)|Cmax and
1 |Combi,RMP (k − 1)|
∑
Cj reduce to minimizing a linear form (16) over a set of all
permutations, or equivalently, to a special case of the linear assignment problem. Typi-
cally, an input for such a problem is determined by two arrays α = (α1, α2, . . . , αn) and
β = (β1, β2, . . . , βn). Provided that β1 ≤ β2 ≤ . . . ≤ βn, the problem consists of finding
a permutation ϕ = (ϕ(1), ϕ(2), . . . , ϕ(n)) of the components of array α, such that for any
permutation π = (π(1), π(2), . . . , π(n)), the inequality
n∑
j=1
αϕ(j)βj ≤
n∑
j=1
απ(j)βj
holds. In such a problem, n items have to be assigned to n positions, the cost of assigning an
item i to position j is given by αiβj , and the total cost of the assignments is to be minimized.
The classical result by Hardy et al. [19] states that a permutation ϕ satisfies
αϕ(1) ≥ αϕ(2) ≥ . . . ≥ αϕ(n),
provided that β1 ≤ β2 ≤ . . . ≤ βn.
Thus, the problem of minimizing a function of the form (16) can be solved by the fol-
lowing matching algorithm: permutation ϕ matches the larger components of one of the two
given arrays with smaller components of the other array. The matching algorithm requires
O(n logn) time. This algorithm is quite well-known and has become a popular technique for
solving scheduling problems in this area; see, e.g., [29], [30], [31] and [32]. Also, see a sur-
vey [2], which demonstrates that many scheduling problems can be solved by the matching
algorithm, but instead less suitable approaches were used in earlier papers.
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Based on the matching algorithm, below we provide a formal description of an algorithm,
that solves an instance of problem 1 |Combi,RMP (k − 1)|F by minimizing the objective
function F (k) of the form (16). This approach is similar to that used in [2] for less general
models with changing processing times.
Algorithm Generate
input: An instance of problem 1 |Combi,RMP (k − 1)|F
output: An optimal schedule S∗ (k)
Step 1. If required, renumber the jobs in LPT order, i.e., in non-increasing order of the
values pj .
Step 2. Generate all possible instances in which n jobs are split into k non-empty groups,
so that we have the values n[x], 1 ≤ x ≤ k, such that
∑k
x=1 n
[x] = n.
Step 3. For each instance do
(a) Compute the constant term Γ (k) and the positional weights W [x](r), 1 ≤ r ≤ n[x],
1 ≤ x ≤ k, by (18) or (20), for the given problem.
(b) Sort the computed positional weights W [x](r), 1 ≤ r ≤ n[x], 1 ≤ x ≤ k, in non-
decreasing order of their values, and store them in a list L := (γ1, γ2, . . . , γn) ,
where γj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, denotes the j−th largest element in the list L.
(c) Match job j to the j−th element in list L, so that the optimal value of the function
F (k) is given by
∑n
j=1 γjpj + Γ(k).
Notice that in order to compute the optimal values of n[x], 1 ≤ x ≤ k, Algorithm Generate
simply enumerates all possible options in which n jobs can be split into k non-empty groups.
In a scenario where the groups are distinguishable, we need to enumerate integer compositions
of n with k parts. According to [28], a composition of an integer n made of k summands is a
sequence (z1, z2, . . . , zk) of positive integers such that n = z1+z2+ · · ·+zk. The total number
of compositions C
(k)
n in exactly k summands is given by
(
n−1
k−1
)
, which can be approximated
as n
k−1
(k−1)! . For a given composition, an optimal permutation of jobs is found by Step 3 of
Algorithm Generate. The running time of Step 3 can be estimated as O (T (W ) + n logn),
where T (W ) denotes the running time needed to compute all positional weights W [x](r),
1 ≤ r ≤ n[x], 1 ≤ x ≤ k. Thus, the following statement holds.
Theorem 1 Algorithm Generate solves an instance of problem 1 |Combi,RMP (k − 1)|F
in O
(
(T (W ) + n logn) n
k−1
(k−1)!
)
time, where T (W ) denotes the time needed to compute all
positional weights W [x](r), 1 ≤ r ≤ n[x], 1 ≤ x ≤ k, for a given composition of n.
To determine the optimal solution for the general problem 1 |Combi,RMP |F , all op-
tions associated with Decisions 1-3 must be enumerated. For a known k, 1 ≤ k ≤ K + 1,
the number of ways to select k − 1 RMPs and fix their order is equal to the number of
(k − 1)−arrangements of K elements, i.e., the number of permutations of k − 1 elements
selected from K possibilities, which is equal to
(
K
k−1
)
(k − 1)!. Trying all possible values of
k, 1 ≤ k ≤ K +1, the total number of options can be approximated by
∑K+1
k=1
(
K
k−1
)
(k − 1)!.
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Since Algorithm Generate requires O
(
(T (W ) + n logn) n
k−1
(k−1)!
)
time for a given k, 1 ≤ k ≤
K + 1, the total running time required to solve problem 1 |Combi,RMP |F can be approxi-
mated by
K+1∑
k=1
(
K
k − 1
)
nk−1 (T (W ) + n logn) ≤
(
K+1∑
k=1
(
K
k − 1
))(K+1∑
k=1
nk−1
)
(T (W ) + n logn)
=
(
K∑
k=0
(
K
k
))( K∑
k=0
nk
)
(T (W ) + n logn)
= 2K
(
nK+1 − 1
n− 1
)
(T (W ) + n logn)
= O
(
nK (T (W ) + n logn)
)
.
Recall from Sections 4.1 and 4.2 that for the problems of minimizing the makespan and
the total flow time, the required positional weights W [x] (r) , 1 ≤ r ≤ n[x], 1 ≤ x ≤ k, can
be computed in T (W ) = O (n) and T (W ) = O
(
n2
)
time, respectively. It follows that an
optimal solution to problem 1 |Combi,RMP |Cmax can be found in O
(
nK (n+ n logn)
)
=
O
(
nK+1 logn
)
time, and an optimal solution to problem 1 |Combi,RMP |
∑
Cj can be found
in O
(
nK
(
n2 + n logn
))
= O
(
nK+2
)
time.
Below we provide a numerical example, in which we solve the problems of minimizing the
makespan and the total flow time for the situation discussed in Example 1. We present the
solution for known outcomes of Decisions 1-3 and a given composition of n.
Example 2: Eight jobs must be processed on a single machine. The normal processing
times of the jobs, after renumbering them in LPT order are:
p1 = 8, p2 = 7, p3 = 6, p4 = 6, p5 = 4, p6 = 2, p7 = 1, p8 = 1.
The number of jobs in each of the three groups is known in advance as
n[1] = 3, n[2] = 2, n[3] = 3.
The values of the parameters for the machine and the operators as defined in Example 1
are also known and given by
d′m = 0.1, d
′′
m = 0.15, d
′
w = 0.2, l
′
w = −0.15, d
′′
w = 0.15, l
′′
w = −0.1, l
′′′
w = −0.02,
α′ = 2, β′ = 5, β′′ = 6.
Using the formulae provided in Table 1, the functions for the positional factors reduce to
g[1] (r) =
(
d′m + 1
)r−1
rd
′
w+l
′
w = (1.1)r−1 r0.05, 1 ≤ r ≤ 3;
g[2] (r) =
(
d′′m + 1
)r−1 (
n[1] + r
)l′w
rd
′
w = (1.15)r−1
r0.2
(r + 3)0.15
, 1 ≤ r ≤ 2;
g[3] (r) =
(
d′′m + 1
)n[2]+r−1
rd
′′
w+l
′′
w = (1.15)r+1 r0.05, 1 ≤ r ≤ 3,
and all required input parameters are computed as
g[1] (1) = 1.00, g[1] (2) = 1.14, g[1] (3) = 1.28; a
[1]
1 = 0.15;
g[2] (1) = 0.81, g[2] (2) = 1.04; a
[2]
1 = −0.15, a
[2]
2 = 0.20;
g[3] (1) = 1.32, g[3] (2) = 1.57, g[3] (3) = 1.85; a
[3]
1 = −0.02, a
[3]
2 = 0.13, a
[3]
3 = 0.20.
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Group 1 B[1] (1, 1) = 1.00;
B[1] (1, 2) = 1.17, B[1] (2, 2) = 1.14;
B[1] (1, 3) = 1.40, B[1] (2, 3) = 1.36, B[1] (3, 3) = 1.28;
Group 2 B[2] (1, 1) = 0.81;
B[2] (1, 2) = 0.98, B[2] (2, 2) = 1.04;
Group 3 B[3] (1, 1) = 1.32;
B[3] (1, 2) = 1.74, B[3] (2, 2) = 1.57;
B[3] (1, 3) = 2.38, B[3] (2, 3) = 2.16, B[3] (3, 3) = 1.85.
Table 2: Values of B[x] (u, r) , 1 ≤ u ≤ r ≤ n[x], 1 ≤ x ≤ 3, for Example 2
and
α
[1]
1 = 2, β
[1] = 5, α
[2]
1 = α
[2]
2 = 0, β
[2] = 6.
Notice that while solving this example, we have computed all values with high precision,
but here and below for the ease of presentation we report them rounded to two decimal
places. Applying (7), all values of B[x] (u, r) , 1 ≤ u ≤ r ≤ n[x], 1 ≤ x ≤ 3, are computed and
are presented in Table 2. For the problem of minimizing the makespan, we will only need
to use the values given in the last row of each block in Table 2, whereas for the problem of
minimizing the total flow time we will require all of them.
Applying (10), all values of b
[x]
v , 1 ≤ v ≤ x− 1, 1 ≤ x ≤ 3, are computed as
b
[2]
1 = (−0.15) (0.98 + 1.04) = −0.30;
b
[3]
1 = (−0.02) (2.38 + 2.16 + 1.85) = −0.13,
b
[3]
2 = (0.13) (2.38 + 2.16 + 1.85) = 0.83.
Applying (13), all values of E[v,x], 1 ≤ v ≤ x, 1 ≤ x ≤ 3, are computed as
E[1,1] = 1.00;
E[1,2] = b
[2]
1 = −0.30, E
[2,2] = 1.00;
E[1,3] = b
[3]
1 + b
[2]
1 b
[3]
2 = −0.38, E
[2,3] = b
[3]
2 = 0.83, E
[3,3] = 1.00.
Finally, applying (18), the positional weights W [x] (r) , 1 ≤ r ≤ n[x], 1 ≤ x ≤ 3, for the
problem of minimizing the makespan can be rewritten as
W [1] (r) = B[1] (r, 3)
((
1 + α
[1]
1 + α
[2]
1
)
E[1,1] +
(
1 + α
[2]
2
)
E[1,2] + E[1,3]
)
, 1 ≤ r ≤ 3;
W [2] (r) = B[2] (r, 2)
((
1 + α
[2]
2
)
E[2,2] + E[2,3]
)
, 1 ≤ r ≤ 2;
W [3] (r) = B[3] (r, 3)
(
E[3,3]
)
, 1 ≤ r ≤ 3,
and their values computed as
W [1] (1) = 3.23, W [1] (2) = 3.15, W [1] (3) = 2.96;
W [2] (1) = 1.80, W [2] (2) = 1.90;
W [3] (1) = 2.38, W [3] (2) = 2.16, W [3] (3) = 1.85.
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To solve problem 1 |Combi,RMP (k − 1)|Cmax, the computed positional weights are
sorted in non-decreasing order and stored in list L′ := (γ′1, γ
′
2, . . . , γ
′
8) . The constant term
Γ (3) , can be computed as Γ (3) = β[1] + β[2] = 11.00. The resulting optimal schedule S′ (3)
is associated with a permutation µ∗ =
(
µ[1], µ[2], µ[3]
)
; all relevant computation is presented
in Table 3.
Next, for the problem of minimizing the total flow time, we also must additionally com-
pute the values of G[v,x], 1 ≤ v ≤ x − 1, 1 ≤ x ≤ 3. Using (19) and the values obtained in
Table 2, we compute
G[1,2] = 5.58, G[1,3] = 8.78, G[2,3] = 4.43.
Applying (20), the positional weights W [x] (r) , 1 ≤ r ≤ n[x], 1 ≤ x ≤ 3, for the problem
of minimizing the total flow time can be rewritten as
W [1] (r) = B[1] (r, 3)
(
G[1,2]E[1,1] +G[1,3]E[1,1] +G[2,3]E[1,2]
)
+
3∑
u=r
B[1] (r, u) , 1 ≤ r ≤ 3;
W [2] (r) = B[2] (r, 2)
(
G[2,3]E[2,2]
)
+
2∑
u=r
B[2] (r, u) , 1 ≤ r ≤ 2;
W [3] (r) =
3∑
u=r
B[3] (r, u) , 1 ≤ r ≤ 3,
and their values computed as
W [1] (1) = 21.72, W [1] (2) = 20.16, W [1] (3) = 17.91;
W [2] (1) = 6.14, W [2] (2) = 5.64;
W [3] (1) = 5.44, W [3] (2) = 3.73, W [3] (3) = 1.85.
To solve problem 1 |Combi,RMP (k − 1)|
∑
Cj , the computed positional weights are
sorted in non-decreasing order and stored in list L′′ := (γ′′1 , γ
′′
2 , . . . , γ
′′
n) . The constant term
Γ (3) , can be computed as Γ (3) = β[1]n[2] +
(
β[1] + β[2]
)
n[3] = 43.00. The resulting optimal
schedule S′′ (3) is associated with a permutation ϕ∗ =
(
ϕ[1], ϕ[2], ϕ[3]
)
; all relevant computa-
tion is presented in Table 3.
6 Extension to Parallel Machines
Problem 1 |Combi,RMP |
∑
Cj can be further extended to a setting with uniform parallel
machines, without many technical difficulties. This is done similarly to [2], where a version of
the problem with pure positional effects is considered. For a problem with m ≥ 1 machines,
suppose that machine Mi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, has a speed si, and the number of jobs to be scheduled
on Mi is equal to h
[i], 1 ≤ i ≤ m, where
∑m
i=1 h
[i] = n. Given a total of K RMPs to choose
from, assume that it is known which k− 1, 1 ≤ k ≤ K +1, RMPs are selected and how they
are allocated to each machine. As a result, a total of m+ k − 1 groups are generated across
all machines. In particular, if the h[i] jobs on a machine Mi are divided into k
[i], 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
groups we will have
∑m
i=1 k
[i] = m+k− 1. It is convenient to associate group x, 1 ≤ x ≤ k[i],
on a machineMi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, with the index [i, x]; for example, with this notation the number
of jobs scheduled in a group [i, x] is equal to n[i,x], where
∑k[i]
x=1 n
[i,x] = h[i].
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j pj γ
′
j µ
∗ γ′jpj γ
′′
j ϕ
∗ γ′′j pj
Makespan Flow time
1 8 1.80 µ[2] (1) 14.36 1.85 ϕ[3] (3) 14.78
2 7 1.85 µ[3] (3) 12.93 3.73 ϕ[3] (2) 26.12
3 6 1.90 µ[2] (2) 11.39 5.44 ϕ[3] (1) 32.66
4 6 2.16 µ[3] (2) 12.94 5.64 ϕ[2] (2) 33.82
5 4 2.38 µ[3] (1) 9.53 6.14 ϕ[2] (1) 24.56
6 2 2.96 µ[1] (3) 5.93 17.91 ϕ[1] (3) 35.83
7 1 3.15 µ[1] (2) 3.15 20.16 ϕ[1] (2) 20.16
8 1 3.23 µ[1] (1) 3.23 21.72 ϕ[1] (1) 21.72
Total 73.46 Total 209.65
Cmax (S
′ (3)) = 73.46 + 11.00 = 84.46;∑
Cj (S
′′ (3)) = 209.65 + 43.00 = 252.65;
µ∗ = (8, 7, 6, 1, 3, 5, 4, 2) ; ϕ∗ = (8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1)
Table 3: Calculation of the optimal value of the makespan and the optimal value of the total
flow time for the problem outlined in Example 2
For a given instance, computing the total flow time on a particular machine Mi, 1 ≤ i ≤
m, is essentially a single machine problem 1 |Combi,RMP (k − 1)|
∑
Cj , that can be solved
as described in Section 4.2. The quantities W [x] (r) as defined earlier for a single machine
by (20) can be redefined as W [i,x] (r) , with the group index [x] being replaced by [i, x], so
that an explicit reference can be made to the machine a particular group is associated with.
Additionally, the factorsW [i,x] (r) , will also incorporate the speed si, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, of a machine,
as shown in [2]. As a result, the problem of minimizing the total flow time can be reduced to
minimizing a problem of the form
∑m
i=1
∑k[i]
x=1
∑n[i,x]
r=1 W
[i,x] (r) pπ[i,x](r)+ Γ (m, k). We refrain
from presenting the exact expressions for W [i,x] (r) , 1 ≤ r ≤ n[i,x], 1 ≤ x ≤ k[i], 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
and Γ (m, k); these expressions can be derived from their single-machine analogues presented
in Section 4.2.
Once the positional weights are found, the resulting problem can be solved by running
a version of Algorithm Generate. In Step 2 of Algorithm Generate, generating all possible
values for n[i,x], 1 ≤ x ≤ k[i], 1 ≤ i ≤ m, requires enumeration of integer compositions of n
with m + k − 1 parts; the number of these options is
(
n−1
m+k−2
)
which can be approximated
by n
m+k−2
(m+k−2)! . For a given instance of the problem, the number of positional weights W
[i,x] (r)
to be computed and sorted is no more than those in the single machine case, thus, Step 3
of the algorithm still requires O
(
n2
)
time for each instance. As a result, for the parallel
machine case Algorithm Generate requires O
(
nm+k
(m+k−2)!
)
time. The number of iterations of
Algorithm Generate that must be run in order to determine the optimal solution for the
general problem is computed as follows.
For a known k, 1 ≤ k ≤ K + 1, selecting k − 1 of K available RMPs and taking all
permutations over k − 1 RMPs can be done in
(
K
k−1
)
(k − 1)! ways. Distributing m + k − 1
groups overmmachines can be done by generating all compositions ofm+k−1 into exactlym
positive summands; the number of these options is
(
m+k−2
m−1
)
= (m+k−2)!(m−1)!(k−1)! . Thus, for a given
k, the total number of options to be numerated is
(
K
k−1
) (k+m−2)!
(m−1)! . Trying all possible values
of k, 1 ≤ k ≤ K + 1, the overall running time required for minimizing the total flow time on
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m ≥ 1 uniform parallel machines can be approximated by
∑K+1
k=1
(
K
k−1
)
nm+k
(m−1)! = O
(
nm+K+1
)
.
This is consistent with the previously found estimate of O
(
nK+2
)
valid for m = 1.
7 Some Reduced Models
In this section, we explore single machine models, which can be expressed as special cases
of the general problems 1 |Combi,RMP |Cmax and 1 |Combi,RMP |
∑
Cj . We look at their
simplified versions with effects less general than those given by (4) and (5), and possibly
with additional simplifications. The main purpose of this section, is to verify whether
the running times of the solution algorithms given in Section 5 for the general problems
1 |Combi,RMP |Cmax and 1 |Combi,RMP |
∑
Cj can be reduced for their simplified coun-
terparts.
We start with the problems studied in [12] and [35], both of which look at a simple
combined effect of the form (2). The former paper considers a problem in which the sys-
tem undergoes time-dependent learning, positional polynomial deterioration and a single
start-time dependent maintenance period, while the latter considers a problem in which the
system undergoes time-dependent deterioration, positional polynomial learning and K iden-
tical start-time dependent maintenance periods, all of which must be run. Both these models
assume that the effects are group-independent and after an RMP, the learning advantages
are lost and both the operator and the machine are brought to the original conditions; these
assumptions can hardly be justified. Notice that for both problems, Decisions 1-3 need not be
taken, since the RMPs are identical and their number to be included in a schedule is already
known in advance. As a result, both these problems can be written as special cases of problem
1 |Combi,RMP (k − 1)|F with the parameters g[x] (r) = rb, and a
[x]
1 = a
[x]
2 = ... = a
[x]
x−1 = 0,
a
[x]
x = a, for all x, 1 ≤ x ≤ K + 1, and α
[x]
1 = α
[x]
2 = ... = α
[x]
x−1 = 0, α
[x]
x = α, and β[x] = β,
for all x, 1 ≤ x ≤ K. For the former case studied by [12], we have the additional conditions
K = 1, b > 0, and a < 0, while for the latter we have b < 0 and a > 0. For both models,
the published running times are given as O
(
nK+1 logn
)
, for both problems of minimizing
the makespan and of minimizing the total flow time. However, the correct running time
required to solve the problem of minimizing the total flow time must be O
(
nK+2
)
, since the
time needed for computation of the positional weights must be taken into account. Thus,
solving these rather special problems takes as much time as to solve the general problems
1 |Combi,RMP |Cmax and 1 |Combi,RMP |
∑
Cj , respectively.
We notice, however, that a minor reduction in the running time can be achieved if a and
b are of the same sign. In this case, for the problem of minimizing the makespan the resulting
positional weights
W [x](r) =


rb
n[x]∏
i=r+1
(
1 + aib
)
(1 + α) , 1 ≤ r ≤ n[x], 1 ≤ x ≤ K;
rb
n[x]∏
i=r+1
(
1 + aib
)
1 ≤ r ≤ n[x], x = K + 1,
are monotonically ordered in each group, and thus, sorting all positional weights in a non-
decreasing order requires O (nmin {K, logn}) time. As a result, Step 3b of Algorithm Gener-
ate requires O (nmin {K, logn}) time instead of O (n logn) time and the overall running time
needed to solve the problem of the problem can be given as O
(
(n+ nmin {K, logn}) n
K
(K)!
)
=
O
(
nK+1 min {K, logn}
)
. For the problem of minimizing the total flow time, in which a and
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b are of the same sign, a similar observation can also be made. However, no running time
reduction is possible, since for this objective function Step 3a of Algorithm Generate still
requires O
(
n2
)
time.
Hence, it can be seen that as long as a model incorporates a combined time-dependent and
a positional effect, even the simplest versions of the general problems 1 |Combi,RMP |Cmax
and 1 |Combi,RMP |
∑
Cj require O
(
nK+1 logn
)
and O
(
nK+2
)
time, respectively. How-
ever, if either a pure positional effect or a pure time-dependent effect is considered, faster
solution algorithms are possible.
7.1 Pure Positional Effects
In this section, we discuss problems with a pure positional effect, so that for known outcomes
of Decisions 1-3, the actual processing time of a job j scheduled in position r of a group x,
1 ≤ x ≤ k, is given by
p
[x]
j (r) = pjg
[x] (r) , 1 ≤ r ≤ n, 1 ≤ x ≤ k.
Similar to the full model introduced in Section 2, the positional factors g[x] (r) are non-
monotone within a group and the RMPs can be of an arbitrary nature, with their durations
given by (5). The actual processing time of a job is seen as affected by the following factors:
• the group a job is assigned to;
• the position of the job within its group;
• the number of jobs scheduled in each of the previous groups.
Let us denote problems of this type by 1 |Posi,RMP |F, where F ∈ {Cmax,
∑
Cj} . Prob-
lem 1 |Posi,RMP |F can be seen as a special case of problem 1 |Combi,RMP |F. If Deci-
sions 1-3 are taken in advance, denote the resulting problem as 1 |Posi,RMP (k − 1)|F.
The latter problem can be written in the form of problem 1 |Combi,RMP (k − 1)|F
with a
[x]
1 = a
[x]
2 = ... = a
[x]
x−1 = a
[x]
x = 0, for all x, 1 ≤ x ≤ k. To solve problem
1 |Posi,RMP (k − 1)|Cmax, the required positional weights can be obtained by making rel-
evant substitutions in (18), so that we have
W [x](r) =
{ (
1 +
∑k−1
w=x α
[w]
x
)
g[x](r), 1 ≤ r ≤ n[x], 1 ≤ x ≤ k − 1,
g[x](r) 1 ≤ r ≤ n[x], x = k.
(22)
Notice that all positional weights W [x] (r) , 1 ≤ r ≤ n[x], 1 ≤ x ≤ k, can be computed
by (22) in T (W ) = O (n) time. Similarly, to solve problem 1 |Posi,RMP (k − 1)|
∑
Cj , the
required positional weights can be obtained by making relevant substitutions in (20), so that
we have
W [x](r) =


(∑k
v=x+1 n
[v]
(
1 +
∑v−1
w=x α
[w]
x
)
+
(
n[x] − r + 1
))
g[x] (r) , 1 ≤ r ≤ n[x],
1 ≤ x ≤ k − 1,(
n[x] − r + 1
)
g[x] (r) , 1 ≤ r ≤ n[x],
x = k.
(23)
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Again, all positional weights W [x] (r) , 1 ≤ r ≤ n[x], 1 ≤ x ≤ k, can be computed by
(23) in T (W ) = O (n) time. Thus, each of the problems 1 |Posi,RMP (k − 1)|Cmax and
1 |Posi,RMP (k − 1)|
∑
Cj can be solved by Algorithm Generate in O
(
nk log n
(k−1)!
)
time; see
Theorem 1. Trying all possible options for Decisions 1-3, an optimal solution to each of the
problems 1 |Posi,RMP |Cmax and 1 |Posi,RMP |
∑
Cj can be found in O
(
nK+1 logn
)
time.
It can be noted that although there is no change in status for the problem of mini-
mizing the makespan, the problem of minimizing the total flow time is solved faster for
a model with a pure positional effect. This speed up is possible because the time taken
to compute the positional weights W [x] (r) , 1 ≤ r ≤ n[x], 1 ≤ x ≤ k, for problem
1 |Posi,RMP (k − 1)|
∑
Cj is T (W ) = O (n) , as opposed to T (W ) = O
(
n2
)
required for
problem 1 |Combi,RMP (k − 1)|
∑
Cj .
A considerable reduction in the running time is possible for the problem of minimizing
the makespan, if the positional factors g[x] (r) are known to be sorted in a non-decreasing
order within each group, which, e.g., happens if a deterioration effect is in place, and the
RMPs are machine maintenance periods that improve the processing conditions. Moreover,
the positional factors should not be dependent on the number of jobs scheduled in previous
groups. Several versions of the resulting problem are studied in [1], where efficient algorithms,
with running times ranging from O (n logn) time to O
(
n3
)
time, are delivered. Notice that
these running times do not depend on K, which is achieved because the authors develop
a method able to compute the optimal number of jobs in each group on the fly, without
generating all possible options.
On the other hand, a similar speed up is not possible for the problem of minimizing
the total flow time, even if a simplified model as above is considered. As an illustration,
see an algorithm in [32], which achieves a running time of O
(
nK+1 logn
)
for the problem of
minimizing the total flow time for a model with a group-independent polynomial deterioration
effect andK identical maintenance periods that have start-time dependent durations. In fact,
the problem in [32] can be written as a special case of our problem 1 |Posi,RMP |
∑
Cj , with
g[x](r) = ra, a > 0, and α
[x]
1 = α
[x]
2 = ... = α
[x]
x−1 = 0, α
[x]
x = α, β[x] = β, for all x, 1 ≤ x ≤ K.
7.2 Pure Time-Dependent Effects
In this section, we discuss problems with a pure time-dependent effect, so that for known
outcomes of Decisions 1-3, the actual processing time of a job j scheduled in position r of a
group x, 1 ≤ x ≤ k, is given by
p
[x]
j (r) = pπ[x](r)+a
[x]
1 F1+a
[x]
2 F2+ ...+a
[x]
x−1Fx−1+a
[x]
x F(x,r−1), 1 ≤ r ≤ n, 1 ≤ x ≤ k. (24)
Similar to the full model introduced in Section 2, the rates a
[x]
1 , a
[x]
2 , . . . , a
[x]
x can be of an
arbitrary sign and the RMPs can be of an arbitrary nature with their durations given by (5).
The actual processing time of a job is seen as affected by the following factors:
• the group a job is assigned to;
• the number of jobs scheduled in each of the previous groups;
• the time elapsed before processing the job within its group;
• the time elapsed in each of the previous groups.
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Let us denote problems of this type by 1 |Time,RMP |F, where F ∈ {Cmax,
∑
Cj} .
Problem 1 |Time,RMP |F can be seen as a special case of problem 1 |Combi,RMP |F. If
Decisions 1-3 are taken in advance, denote the resulting problem as 1 |Time,RMP (k − 1)|F.
The latter problem can be written in the form of problem 1 |Combi,RMP (k − 1)|F with
g[x] (r) = 1, 1 ≤ r ≤ n, 1 ≤ x ≤ k. To solve problem 1 |Time,RMP (k − 1)|Cmax, the
required positional weights can be obtained by making relevant substitutions in (18), so that
we have
W [x] (r) =
(
1 + a[x]x
)n[x]−r(k−1∑
v=x
(
1 + α[v]
)
E[x,v] + E[x,k]
)
, 1 ≤ r ≤ n[x], 1 ≤ x ≤ k, (25)
where the quantities E[v,x], 1 ≤ v ≤ x− 1, 1 ≤ x ≤ k, are given by (13), while the quantities
b
[x]
v defined by (10) reduce to
b[x]v =
a
[x]
v
a
[x]
x
((
1 + a[x]x
)n[x]
− 1
)
, 1 ≤ v ≤ x− 1, 1 ≤ x ≤ k.
Notice that all positional weights W [x] (r) , 1 ≤ r ≤ n[x], 1 ≤ x ≤ k, can be computed by
(25) in T (W ) = O (n) time. Similarly, to solve problem 1 |Time,RMP (k − 1)|
∑
Cj , the
required positional weights can be obtained by making relevant substitutions in (20), so that
we have
W [x] (r) =
(
1 + a[x]x
)n[x]−r k∑
v=x+1
v−1∑
w=x
G[w,v]E[x,w] +
n[x]∑
u=r
B[x] (r, u) , 1 ≤ r ≤ n[x], 1 ≤ x ≤ k,
(26)
where the quantities G[v,x], 1 ≤ v ≤ x− 1, 1 ≤ x ≤ k, are given by (19), while the quantities
B[x] (r, u) defined by (7) reduce to
B[x] (u, r) =
(
1 + a[x]x
)r−u
, 1 ≤ u ≤ r ≤ n[x], 1 ≤ x ≤ k.
For a fixed x, 1 ≤ x ≤ k, the difference r − u takes at most n[x] − 1 values, so that at
most n[x] − 1 distinct values of B[x] (u, r) need to be computed. Summing up for all x, we
deduce that the number of all distinct values B[x] (u, r) to be found in order to compute the
positional weights W [x](r) is O(n). As a result, all positional weights W [x](r), 1 ≤ r ≤ n[x],
1 ≤ x ≤ k, can be computed by (26) in T (W ) = O (n) time.
Thus, each of the problems 1 |Time,RMP (k − 1)|Cmax and 1 |Time,RMP (k − 1)|
∑
Cj
can be solved by Algorithm Generate in O
(
nk log n
(k−1)!
)
time; see Theorem 1. Trying all possible
options for Decisions 1-3, an optimal solution to each of the problems 1 |Time,RMP |Cmax
and 1 |Time,RMP |
∑
Cj can be found in O
(
nK+1 logn
)
time.
It can be noted that although there is no change in status for the problem of mini-
mizing the makespan, the problem of minimizing the total flow time is solved faster for
a model with a pure time-dependent effect. This speed up is possible because the time
taken to compute the positional weights W [x] (r) , 1 ≤ r ≤ n[x], 1 ≤ x ≤ k, for problem
1 |Time,RMP (k − 1)|
∑
Cj is T (W ) = O (n) , as opposed to T (W ) = O
(
n2
)
required for
problem 1 |Combi,RMP (k − 1)|
∑
Cj .
Notice that the same running time of O
(
nK+1 logn
)
for the problem of minimizing the
total flow time for a much simpler model is achieved in [32]. The authors consider a reduced
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form of the effect defined by (24), in which the duration of previous groups do not affect
the actual processing time of the current job, so that a
[x]
1 = a
[x]
2 = ... = a
[x]
x−1 = 0, for all
x, 1 ≤ x ≤ k. Moreover, the authors study a group-independent deterioration effect, so
that a
[x]
x = a > 0, 1 ≤ x ≤ k, and the RMPs are strictly maintenance periods which have
start-time dependent durations, i.e., α
[x]
1 = α
[x]
2 = ... = α
[x]
x−1 = 0, α
[x]
x = α, β[x] = β, for all
x, 1 ≤ x ≤ K.
8 Conclusion
The paper addresses single machine scheduling problems to minimize the makespan (the
maximum completion time) and the total flow time (the sum of the completion times). A
very general model for changing processing times is introduced, in which the actual processing
times of the jobs depend on the group a job is scheduled into and on the location of the jobs
in those groups. The location reflects both the position of a job in the group and its start
time relative to the beginning of the group. The durations of the rate-modifying activities in
general depend on their start times. Unlike most other papers in which changing processing
times are considered, we do not insist on monotone effects. The model introduced in this
paper covers most previously known models, provided that the introduced effects are job-
independent and the start-time effects are linear.
We reduce these generalized problems to linear assignment problems with product ma-
trices, solvable by a matching algorithm, and present close form relations for computing the
necessary input parameters, such as positional weights. The resulting running times are
no worse than those earlier known for less general problems, however faster algorithms are
available for the problems with pure positional or time-dependent effects to minimize the
total flow time.
It should be noticed that many results discussed in this paper can be transferred to other
objective functions with no major technical difficulties, since we have provided the formula
for the completion time of an arbitrary job in the schedule.
A further extension of the main model of this paper would involve problems with changing
times subject to job-dependent combined effects. For these models, the main algorithmic tool
is expected to be a full form assignment problem.
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